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Traditionally, we distinguish each New Year
			 between “resolutions” and “objectives.”
RESOLUTIONS seem to be more about wishes and are often expressed in negative terms, such as quitting
something. By contrast, OBJECTIVES are goal-oriented and often expressed inspirationally, such as achieving a
specific desired result. A resolution might be to quit smoking cigarettes, for example. An objective would be to
become healthy and fit in the upcoming year. The goal tied to that objective is to live a long and healthy life. That
aspirational vision carries through the pain of nicotine withdrawal much more effectively than the negative specter
of heart or lung disease sometime in the future. I can relate from a personal experience decades ago. Resolutions
fade quickly, and that’s why most aren’t fulfilled. Witness the diminished traffic in the gym in February versus early
January. By contrast to wishful resolutions, well planned objectives stand a much better chance of achievement.
Studies and personal experience seem to validate that individuals respond favorably to aspirations versus the
deprivation of abandoning cherished habits, especially when the aspiration is envisioned as part of a plan instead
of the vague isolated wish of a resolution. So what do you want to accomplish in 2018 and beyond? Most goals
seem to center around self or situational improvement; providing for family and very specific attainment, such as
education, material acquisitions, financial security, and life status improvement. Whatever your specific goal is, it
is your unique starting place. Everything else becomes tools for achieving your goal. A goal is a word description
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of your vision, and your objective is a factual description of how you will achieve it. Let’s use the example of
education. Your goal is to provide your children with a quality education that will allow them to productively move
through their lives. The objective contains the specifics of what is that education, how much will it cost and when.
Then we select the tools necessary to accomplish that, such as monthly savings and types of savings vehicles.
Momentum of action carries its own power.
Your unique goals, objectives and financial plan will become your roadmap for 2018 and the years beyond. By
determinedly following your well thought out plan, you will pull yourself through the inevitable vagaries of
markets and life, adjusting as necessary, and staying the course toward your goals. In the Depression plagued
1930s, Napoleon Hill wrote a distillation of what he had learned in the preceding decades from interviewing many
successful achievers. That guidance followed the time tested course of determining goals, fashioning a plan, and
implementing it with persistence and determination. That process has stood the test of time and has formed the
basis for many fields of endeavor. 2018, like all years, begins with promise and caution. Applying these concepts
will help you seize the promise and mitigate the cautions. Definitive goals and objectives coupled with a solid plan
of action will win out over the vague, drifting wishfulness of resolutions.
At Fragasso, we can help in identifying your unique goals and fashion your unique plan for achieving them. f
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